Bob Aumann was in the mathematics department at Hebrew University for many years. After writing a couple of papers in algebraic topology (his thesis area), he became one of the movers and shakers in game theory. (Remember after Aumann received his MIT Ph.D., he accepted a position at Princeton, which at that time was deeply involved in that new topic of game theory.) Indeed, I must wonder whether the award was given to Bob this year to make up for the serious mistake of not recognizing him at the same time as when Nash (also a Princeton mathematics Ph.D.) got his Nobel. There is a persistent rumor that the reason there is no Nobel in mathematics or astronomy is that, had there been one, Mittag-Leffler would have won. But, the story goes, the political problem in awarding such a prize to him was that Mittag-Leffler was having an affair with Nobel's wife. When I was at Northwestern, one of my colleagues, Alexandra Bellow (the well known ergodic theorist), was in Sweden with her husband at the time, Saul Bellow, when he received his Nobel Prize in literature. So she checked out the story about MittagLeffler. When she returned she told me that there was a minor flaw in this story -Nobel never was married!
